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Week 11: Development case studies, Australia, 
Japan, South Korea, India

Recap

• Complementarities and binding constraints


• Standard economic growth theory (factors of production 
approach) is very incomplete, with widespread 
contradictory evidence. 


• Endogenous growth modifies slightly with idea of 
knowledge or human capital

Recap
• Trade — gravity model, comparative advantage, H-O 

endowment model, Graham’s model with increasing 
returns to scale industries. 


• Institutions — common agreements reduce use of 
resources on conflicts (redirecting to productive uses) and 
improve overall economic outcomes.


• Complexity — what you produce matters, and being able 
to produce a diverse range of product seems the only 
way to accumulate tacit knowledge. 

Recap

• Group (multi-level) selection — when groups are in 
conflict their intention cooperation increases. This applies 
at firm level, as well as national levels (and others). Don’t 
underestimate the role of war in facilitating the internal 
trust necessary to implement effective development 
policies and also policies that radically reduce inequality. 

Ways of thinking

• Cooperation leading to institutions that foster growth.


• Growth - through capital, knowledge and technology.


• That mostly tacit production knowledge coming from 
actually making goods that have never been made 
domestically before.


• Using trade advantageously to get knowledge, increase 
demand for local production, etc. 

Your ideas?

• Based on the approaches to understanding growth, list 
one policy idea relevant to each (something that is not in 
the following slides)


• 15 mins. 



Policy options
• Huge ‘policy space’ when political and public will exists.


• The phrase “State-led Industrialisation” ) (SLI) is used by 
Ha-Joon Chang to describe the typical development 
institutions.


• Many policies are complementary - protecting local 
industries from imports might, in isolation, not encourage 
them to expand into new areas of production.


• Rule of thumb: don’t give protection for free, require 
outcomes are met to maintain protection. 

http://sbp.org.pk/ZahidHusainLectureSeries/Lectures/Lecture_19.pdf 

Industrial policy
• Often has its origins in military planning. Indeed, the 

military itself can be a great industrial policy tool 
(protection of military industry exempt from WTO rules). 


• Commission locally made ships, tanks, jets, equipment, 
etc, forcing public or private firms to develop capabilities. 


• Outside military industries, subsidies, or bounties, for new 
sectors that are ‘nearby in the capacity space’. 
Alternatively, prizes for inventions.


• Eg. electric vehicle subsidies.

https://renegadeinc.com/billionaire-industrial-policy/ 

Managing trade
• Tariff schedule on imports that protects infant industries (while allowing 

cheap imports of capital goods that ‘embed’ new technology).


• Direct quotas and bans on certain imports (partly done in South Korea). 
Like a tariff but goes further to ban imports of certain goods altogether 
or limit them to a feed quota.


• Can be achieved in practice with control of access to foreign 
currencies and quotas (partly through the banking system).


• Eg. Australia’s luxury vehicle duty. 


• Note that this policy is now useless without a local car industry - it was 
complementary to other subsidies and programs. 

http://sbp.org.pk/ZahidHusainLectureSeries/Lectures/Lecture_19.pdf 

State-owned enterprises
• SOEs extensively used in Singapore (22% of GDP) and 

Taiwan (16%). 


• Korea Gas (51.0%); Korea Electric Power (51.4%); Korea 
Plant Service & Engineering (80.0%); Industrial Bank of 
Korea (76.2%); Kangwon Land (51.0%); Korea District 
Heating (75.0%); Korea Power Engineering (80.1%); Grand 
Korea Leisure (70.0%)  - public ownership shares.


• Often nationalised nascent industries during wartime which 
rapidly expanded risk-free for armaments (VW, Rolls-Royce, 
etc).  

http://www.esade.edu/public/modules/news/files/48512721.pdf 



State-owned enterprises

• Where large organisations with potential capacity to make 
these investments do not exist, the state can directly 
create the organisation itself. 


• Telecoms, power, water,  
postal, banks, steel,  
airports/ports, airlines,  
rail, freight, etc. 
 
 http://www.esade.edu/public/

modules/news/files/
48512721.pdf 

Banking
• Use central bank powers to direct credit to preferred 

industries (Japanese approach — window guidance)


• Also to actively manage (usually suppress) the exchange 
rate.


• Use state-owned banks to lend (create) money 
preferentially for SOEs (or to industries like agriculture) 


• This can create preferential treatment in industries of 
implicit comparative advantage. 

Agriculture
• Manage water and land resources in fertile regions to 

maximise agricultural production to reduce reliance on imports 
of basic necessities (good institutions to manage resources). 


• State department that invests in research and trials of new 
plants, better methods, etc to share with farming community. 


• Preferential banking for large agricultural investments (dams, 
pipelines, roads and rail transport). 


• Complementarities in agriculture - higher yields need more 
transport, perhaps refrigerated trucks, maybe some 
processing. 

Foreign investment
• Finland - classified all firms with more than 20% foreign 

ownership as “dangerous enterprises”


• Japan had an informal ban on all foreign investment until US 
pressure to open in the 1980s. 


• Korea and Taiwan had similar restrictions. US had FDI 
restrictions in finance, shipping, logging and banking in the 
1800s.


• Modern use is to capture knowledge for local uses without 
giving away future incomes to foreign owners. FDI potentially 
useful, FPI not al all useful for development. 

What’s Australia’s story

• Australian in 1900 vs Australia in 2000


• Three periods of rapid development 1860-70s, post-WWI 
(1920s) and post WWII (1950-60s). 


• War-> high cooperation-> industrial ambition ->  
protective policies -> public investment -> incremental 
diversity.



• https://youtu.be/IR8BhiiAWTo?t=5m32s  
From 5.30mins to 27.00mins.


• Note:


1. any policies that are mentioned that seemed to help 
support a manufacturing base. 


2. any theories we have discussed that seem relevant to 
particular points made in the video. 

Japan
• Window guidance - credit system very important.


• War-time structure of industrial production. 


• Complementary regulations/activities - directed 
investment, foreign exchange controls.


• High internal trust - some argue that organisational 
structure remained from post WWI through WWII and 
after.


• Raced up the complexity scales. High K share of GDP.

South Korea
• Foreign direct investment with strict requirements on 

knowledge-sharing.


• Foreign exchange controls to ensure that imports where 
not competing with local production and were 
predominantly capital equipment. 


• Directed investment through state-owned organisations 
and banks, import protections (infant industries).


• Export discipline for major producers. Protected 
industries should prove that can learn to compete globally. 

East Asian ‘recipe’

• Agriculture first. Heavy state subsidies for plant breeding, 
irrigation, roads and transport (really important to 
distribute agriculture) plus value add. 


• All countries do this!


• Directed investment and Import substitution. 


• All require political will and competent implementation 
(trust, overcoming domestic conflicts to pass policies)

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2010/sep/3.html 

India

• Capital and labour (standard growth view)


• Institutions


• Complexity


• Trust/wartime legacies


• Globalisation factors



Week 13

• Revision week


• Concentrate on the main ideas and examples that could 
be in the exam.


• No quiz.


